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Are you a retailer of white goods, electronic displays
or light sources?
Are you aware of the legal obligations regarding the rescaled Energy Labels?
The old vs. the new Energy Labels
The old Energy Labels use classes from A+++ down to G. Overtime, these labels have become less
effective, confusing consumers due to the involvement of many „+“, and the majority of products are
already in the top 2-3 classes today. Thus, they make it difficult for consumers to distinguish the most
efficient products. Hence, the European Union has revised and optimised the Energy Label on some
products groups; other product groups will follow after.
The new rescaled Energy Label have an adjusted energy efficiency scale, a slightly different look and
is language neutral to accommodate the 24 EU languages. There is also the introduction of the QRCode, which can be scanned with smartphones or other digital devices, and be directed to the
consumer part of the EPREL (European Product Registry for Energy Labelling) database, where
additional information on the product will be provided.
The new Energy Label displays the energy consumption more prominently and in kWh per year
(annum), kWh per 100 cycles or kWh per 1000 hours, depending on the labelled product. Furthermore,
in the bottom part of the new Energy Label, there are a number of pictograms (icons), which give
additional information on the products, such as the water consumption, spin efficiency and noise
emissions. Some of these pictograms are the same as in the old Energy Labels, while others are new
or adjusted for additional information and better understanding.
The products that were classified in the top classes of the old Energy Labels, are classified in lower
classes in the new rescaled Energy Labels. For example, class A+++ products may fall into several
classes under the new label. This is since the rescaled labels are elaborated using new methods of
testing and due to elimination of the top 3 classes. Hence, it is not possible to establish a precise
correspondence between the information on the energy class shown in the old Energy Label and that
in the new Energy Label.
However, this does not mean that the products that were classified in the top classes have been
quality downgraded or that they are consuming more, but that their energy efficiency scale has been
rescaled and adjusted. Eventually, the objective is to have class A empty at the beginning of the new
labelling scheme, to pave way for new, more energy efficient products that are being invented and
developed.

Example of the old Energy Label on the left and the
new Energy Label on the right, for washing machines.

Applicability
The new rescaled Energy Labels were introduced in physical stores, on online shops and via distance
selling, as of 1st March 2021, for the below product groups:
-

refrigerators and freezers, including wine storage refrigerators,
household dishwashers,
household washing machines and household washer-dryers,
electronic displays including televisions, and
commercial refrigerators and freezers (new Energy Labels).

The transitional period, to replace the old Energy Label with the new rescaled Energy Label, was till
the 18th March 2021.
For products which are no longer in production but are still in stock, they are allowed to retain the old
Energy Label, for 9 months as a transitional period, till 30th November 2021, after which products with
the old Energy Label must not be sold.
Besides these 5 product groups, the new rescaled Energy Labels shall be applied to light sources, as of
1st September 2021.

Rescaled Energy Label for Refrigerators and Freezers

Differences compared to the old Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scale
- Different icon for chill and unfrozen compartments
- Different icon for noise emission and additional information of noise emission class
Factsheet for Retailers: Refrigerators and Freezers
Information and Tips for Consumers: Refrigerators, Freezers and Wine Coolers

Rescaled Energy Label for Wine Storage Refrigerators

Differences compared to the old Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scale
- New icon for wine bottles
- Different icon for noise emission and additional information of noise emission class
Factsheet for Retailers: Wine Storage Refrigerators
Information and Tips for Consumers: Refrigerators, Freezers and Wine Coolers

Rescaled Energy Label for Dishwashers

Differences compared to the old Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scale
- Energy consumption specified as energy consumption in Eco-programme per 100 cycles
- Different icon for rated capacity in standard place settings for the Eco-programme
- Water consumption specified as water consumption per cycle in Eco-programme
- Addition of the Duration of the Eco-programme
- Different icon for noise emission and additional information of noise emission class
Factsheet for Retailers: Dishwashers
Information and Tips for Consumers: Dishwashers and Washing Machines

Rescaled Energy Label for Washing Machines

Differences compared to the old Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scale
- Energy consumption specified as energy consumption per 100 cycles
- Rated capacity for the “Eco 40-60” programme
- Addition of the Duration of the “Eco 40-60” programme
- Water consumption specified as water consumption per cycle
- Noise emissions only for spinning not for washing but additional information on noise
emission class
Factsheet for Retailers: Washing Machines
Information and Tips for Consumers: Dishwashers and Washing Machines

Rescaled Energy Label for Washer-Dryers

Differences compared to the old Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scales
- Energy consumptions specified as energy consumption per 100 cycles
- Rated capacities for “wash & dry cycle” and for washing cycle
- Weighted water consumptions for “wash & dry cycle” and for washing cycle
- Addition of the Durations of “wash & dry cycle” and of washing cycle
- Noise emissions for spinning in the “Eco 40-60” programme including additional information
on noise emission class
Factsheet for Retailers: Washer-Dryers
Information and Tips for Consumers: Dishwashers and Washing Machines

Rescaled Energy Label for Electronic Displays including Televisions

Differences compared to the old Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scale
- Energy consumption specified as energy consumption per 1000 hours of operation, in
standard dynamic range (SDR) mode
- Energy consumption and energy efficiency class in high dynamic range (HDR) mode per 1000
hours of operation
- Horizontal and vertical number of pixels
- No more indication of power (W)
- No more indication of hard switch
Factsheet for Retailers: Electronic Displays including Televisions
Information and Tips for Consumers: Televisions and Electronic Displays

Rescaled Energy Label for Light Sources

Differences compared to the current Energy Label:
- Addition of a QR Code
- Rescaled energy efficiency scale
Factsheet for Retailers: Light Sources
Information and Tips for Consumers: Light Sources

New Energy Label for Refrigerators with Direct Sales Function (Commercial Refrigerators
and Freezers)
Not applicable to Beverage Coolers and Ice Cream Freezers.

Note a)
- for refrigerated vending machines: the sum of the net volumes of all compartments with
chilled operating temperatures (in litres)
- for all other refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function: the sum of the display areas
with chilled operating temperatures (in m2)
- for refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function that does not contain compartments
with chilled operating temperatures: the pictogram and the value (L or m2) are omitted
Note b)
- for refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function with all compartments with chilled
operating temperature having the same temperature class, with the exception of refrigerated
vending machines: the temperature at the top is the highest temperature of the warmest Mpackage of the compartment(s) with chilled operating temperatures (in °C); the temperature
at the bottom is the lowest temperature of the coldest M-package of the compartment(s) with
chilled operating temperatures (in °C), or the highest minimum temperature of all M-packages
of the compartment(s) with chilled operating temperatures (in °C)

-

-

for refrigerated vending machines: the temperature at the top is the maximum measured
product temperature of the compartment(s) with chilled operating temperatures (in °C); the
temperature at the bottom is omitted
for refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function that does not contain compartments
with chilled operating temperatures the pictogram and the values shall be omitted

Note c)
- for all refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function, except for vending machines, the
sum of the display areas with frozen operating temperatures (in m2)
- for refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function that does not contain compartments
with frozen operating temperatures the pictogram and the value (m2) are omitted
Note d)
- for refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function with all compartments with frozen
operating temperatures having the same temperature class, with the exception of
refrigerated vending machines: the temperature at the top is the highest temperature of the
warmest M-package of the compartment(s) with frozen operating temperatures (in °C); the
temperature at the bottom is the lowest temperature of the coldest M-package of the
compartment(s) with frozen operating temperatures (in °C), or the highest minimum
temperature of all M-packages of the compartment(s) with frozen operating temperatures (in
°C)
- for refrigerated vending machines: the temperature at the top is the maximum measured
product temperature of the compartment(s) with frozen operating temperatures (in °C); the
temperature at the bottom is omitted
- for refrigerating appliances with a direct sales function that does not contain compartments
with frozen operating temperatures: the pictogram and the values are omitted.

New Energy Label for Beverage Coolers

New Energy Label for Ice Cream Freezers

Further Information
The below links refer to further information regarding the new rescaled Energy Labels:
-

Label2020 Project (https://www.label2020.eu/)
• Guidelines, training and factsheets for retailers and suppliers
• General information flyer: The New EU Energy Label
• Information for Consumers
• Downloads for Consumers

-

BELT Project (https://www.belt-project.eu/)
• Information for producers and retailers
• The New Energy Label Factsheet

-

European Commission
• About the energy label and ecodesign
• New EU energy labels applicable from 1 March 2021

-

Your Europe
• Energy Labels

EU Energy Labelling Regulations
The below links refer to the corresponding Energy Labelling Regulations:
-

Refrigerators and freezers, including wine storage refrigerators
Household dishwashers
Household washing machines and household washer-dryers
Electronic displays including televisions
Light sources
Commercial refrigerators and freezers

-

The framework Regulation for Energy Labelling

